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Learning Objectives

• Recognize HIPPA Security Rule standards and 
safeguards

• Understand common findings during a security risk 
analysis

• Comprehend risk remediation options
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Acronyms

• BA: Business Associate

• CE: Covered Entity

• CFR: Code of Federal Regulations

• ePHI: Electronic Protected Health Information

• HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act

• MIPS: Merit-based Incentive Payment System

• NIST: National Institute of Standards and Technology

• SRA: Security Risk Analysis
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Webinar Series

“Remediating Vulnerabilities on Your Security Risk 
Analysis” is a webinar series that has two parts. Part 1 
addresses Administrative Standards. Part 2 will address 
Physical and Technical Standards.
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Security Management Process

• Standard: Security Management Process

– 45 CFR §164.308(a)(1)

– Implement policies and procedures to prevent, detect, 
contain, and correct security violations

– 4 implementation specifications 
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Security Management Process

• Implementation Specification: Risk Analysis (R)
– Conduct an accurate and thorough assessment of the 

potential risks and vulnerabilities to the confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability of ePHI held by the CE (or BA)

– This is the foundation of your HIPAA Security compliance 
program!

• Common Findings
– Risk analysis not conducted routinely or is not thorough

– Risk analysis was not documented

– Risk analysis is not maintained for 6 years or cannot be 
found

– Risk analysis process is not reviewed and updated 
routinely
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Security Management Process

• Remediation Recommendations
– Review and, as needed, update the SRA 

no less than annually and after significant 
events

– Use a security risk analysis based on NIST 
SP 800-30 Rev. 1

– Cover your entire organization and all 
ePHI systems and devices

– Document assessment and findings

– Make sure at least 2 people have access 
to the risk analyses

– Use a risk analysis tool that is routinely 
updated
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Security Management Process

• Implementation Specification: Risk Management (R)

– Implement security measures sufficient to reduce risks and 
vulnerabilities to a reasonable and appropriate level

• Common Findings

– No documented risk management plan or process

– Risks identified on a prior risk analysis have not been 
addressed

– Low risks are not addressed even if HIPAA compliance with 
the vulnerability is required
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Security Management Process

• Remediation Recommendations

– Develop and implement a documented 
risk management process

– Document an action plan to address 
risks discovered in the risk analysis 
process and incorporate the action 
plan into the risk management process

– Update the action plan throughout the 
year as risk remediation activities 
occur

– Remediate all risks to a reasonable and 
appropriate level
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Security Management Process

• Implementation Specification: Sanction Policy (R)
– Apply appropriate sanctions against workforce members 

who fail to comply with the security policies and 
procedures of the CE (or BA)

• Common Finding
– Employee Handbook indicates “Discipline up to and 

including termination”

• Remediation Recommendations
– Develop and implement a documented, tiered sanctions 

policy

– Update Employee Handbook, information security          
and awareness training, and other existing resources
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Security Management Process

• Implementation Specification: Information System 
Activity Review (R)

– Implement procedures to regularly review records of 
information system activity, such as audit logs, access 
reports, and security incident tracking reports

• Common Findings

– System activity is not reviewed or is only reviewed 
reactively

– System activity review is not documented unless an 
anomaly is discovered
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Security Management Process

• Remediation Recommendations

– Determine if your information system 
can be configured to send notifications 
when unusual activity is detected and 
implement if reasonable and 
appropriate

– Proactively review logs for unusual 
activities

– Document all reviews even nothing 
unusual is found

– Report a security incident if unusual 
activity is detected
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Assigned Security Responsibility

• Safeguard: Assigned Security Responsibility (R)

– 45 CFR §164.308(a)(2)

– Identify the security official who is responsible for the 
development and implementation of the policies and 
procedures required by HIPAA

• Common Findings

– Security Officer is not designated in writing

– Security Officer has no document job duties

– Security Officer designation is not included in information 
security and awareness training
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Assigned Security Responsibility

• Remediation Recommendations

– Designate a Security Officer in writing

– Document the Security Officer’s job duties in a policy or 
job description

– Notify workforce members of the Security Officer 
designation

– Update information security and awareness training
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Workforce Security

• Standard: Workforce Security

– 45 CFR §164.308(a)(3)

– Implement policies and procedures to ensure that all 
members of its workforce have appropriate access to ePHI 
and to prevent those workforce members who do not have 
access from obtaining access to ePHI information 

– 3 implementation specifications
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Workforce Security

• Implementation Specification: Authorization and/or 
Supervision (A)

– Implement procedures for the authorization and/or 
supervision of workforce members who work with ePHI or 
in locations where it might be accessed 

• Common Findings

– No formal authorization process for workforce access to 
ePHI

– No documentation of ePHI access granted
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Workforce Security

• Remediation Recommendations

– Develop and implement a formal process to request access 
to ePHI for workforce members

– Implement a user authorization form to document each 
user’s access to ePHI systems

– Implement hire and termination checklists
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Workforce Security

• Implementation Specification: Workforce Clearance 
Procedures (A)

– Implement procedures to determine that the access of a 
workforce member to ePHI is appropriate

• Common Findings

– Basic human resources activities are performed such as 
contacting references and verifying credentials

– Criminal and/or financial background checks may not be 
performed

– No documented roles for user access
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Workforce Security

• Remediation Recommendations

– Periodically re-verify credentials

– Evaluate use of criminal and/or financial background 
checks

– Utilize role-based access to ensure consistent data access 
for workforce members in the same position

– Document user roles for positions within the organization
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Workforce Security

• Implementation Specification: Termination 
Procedures (A)
– Implement procedures for terminating access to ePHI 

when the employment of, or other arrangement with, a 
workforce member ends

• Common Finding
– No formal process for revoking user access when a 

workforce member is terminated

• Remediation Recommendations
– Communicate with key workforce members in writing 

when a workforce member is leaving the organization

– Incorporate hire and termination checklists
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Information Access Management

• Standard: Information 
Access Management

– 45 CFR §164.308(a)(4)

– Implement policies and 
procedures for authorizing 
access to ePHI 

– 3 implementation 
specifications
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Information Access Management

• Implementation Specification: Isolating Healthcare 
Clearinghouse Functions (R)

– If a health care clearinghouse is part of a larger 
organization, the clearinghouse must implement policies 
and procedures that protect the ePHI of the clearinghouse 
from unauthorized access by the larger organization 

• Common Finding

– Rarely applicable due to use of claims processing gateways

• Remediation Recommendation

– Ensure that access to clearinghouse functions are  
separated from other ePHI access
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Information Access Management

• Implementation Specification: Access Authorization 
(A)

– Implement policies and procedures for granting access to 
ePHI, for example, through access to a workstation, 
transaction, program, process, or other mechanism
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Information Access Management

• Common Findings

– Networks are typically undocumented

– Networks technologically separated (Firewall/VLAN)

– No routine firewall configuration review

– Business wireless accessed by workforce members for 
personal use

– Lack of formal policies concerning device access

– Software installation restriction policies are not enforced 
or are misconfigured
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Information Access Management

• Remediation Recommendations

– Maintain an up to date network diagram

– Separate network traffic

– Review firewall configuration and document the review

– Limit utilization of business network wireless access by 
employees or implement a separate guest network

– Develop and implement polices and procedures to control 
access to devices and information systems

– Configure software installation restriction via Group 
Policies
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Information Access Management

• Implementation Specification: 
Access Establishment and 
Modification (A)

– Implement policies and 
procedures that, based upon the 
CE's or BA's access authorization 
policies, establish, document, 
review, and modify a user's right 
of access to a workstation, 
transaction, program, or process 
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Information Access Management

• Common Findings

– Limited role-based access

– Varying role-based access enforcement

– Shared or generic user accounts being utilized

– No formal process for modification

– Entitlement reviews are informal or non-existent

– Role-based permission review is reactive or non-existent

– Old service accounts have never had passwords updated
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Information Access Management

• Remediation Recommendations
– ALWAYS use unique user IDs to access ePHI systems

– Develop and implement a formal policy requiring role-
based access to enforce “minimum necessary” access 
to e-PHI

– Verify that no generic or shared user ID is used

– Update user’s authorization form to reflect modified 
permissions

– Perform user account reviews routinely and document 
the review

– Implement periodic permission reviews for each role

– Disable old service accounts
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Security Awareness Training

• Standard: Security Awareness 
and  Training

– 45 CFR §164.308(a)(5)

– Implement a security awareness 
and training program for all 
members of its workforce 
(including management)  

– 4 implementation specifications
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Security Awareness Training

• Implementation Specification: Security Reminders (A)

– Periodic security updates

• Common Finding

– Occur informally in response to IT security news or an 
incident reported to CE or BA

• Remediation Recommendations

– Leverage IT Security organizations that publish campaigns

– Routinely review information security topics in staff 
meetings, employee newsletters, etc.
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Security Awareness Training

• Implementation Specification: Protection from 
Malicious Software (A)

– Procedures for guarding against, detecting, and reporting 
malicious software 

• Common Findings

– Anti-virus deployed site-wide

– Users may be able to disable the anti-virus application

– No documentation of the deployed anti-virus application
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Security Awareness Training

• Remediation Recommendations

– Utilize business class anti-virus with centralized 
management

– Document anti-virus deployment information

– Educate users to report suspicious computer activity and 
remove their computer from the network
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Security Awareness Training

• Implementation Specification: Login Monitoring (A)

– Procedures for monitoring log-in attempts and reporting 
discrepancies 

• Common Findings

– EHR logs are maintained to monitor log-in attempts but only 
reviewed reactively

– Microsoft Windows user account audit logs not collected or 
reviewed

– Users are not informed that system access can be monitored
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Security Awareness Training

• Remediation Recommendations

– When possible, configure your information system to send 
notifications when unusual activity is detected

– Utilize group policy enforcement for log-in event 
monitoring or reporting

– Configure user accounts to lock after 3-5 unsuccessful 
attempts and require a manual unlock

– Educate users about activity monitoring and appropriate 
use of ePHI
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Security Awareness Training

• Implementation Specification: Password 
management  (A)

– Procedures for creating, changing, and safeguarding 
passwords 

• Common Findings

– Low password complexity requirements

– Varying complexity enforcement between Windows & EHR

– Users share their password or write it down somewhere
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Security Awareness Training

• Remediation 
Recommendations

– Technologically enforce 
password complexity policies 
as universally as possible

– Educate workforce members 
on the importance of 
protecting their password and 
provide guidelines for 
password protection
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Response and Reporting

• Standard: Response and Reporting

– 45 CFR §164.308(a)(6) – (R)

– Identify and respond to suspected or known security 
incidents; mitigate, to the extent practicable, harmful 
effects of security incidents that are known to the CE or 
BA; and document security incidents and their outcomes

• Common Findings

– No documented process for security incident notification

– “No incidents have been reported”

– No documented investigation of incidents

– No triage process for determining a breach

– No documented breach notification process
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Response and Reporting

• Remediation Recommendations

– Implement a documented security incident and 
investigation reporting system

– Educate workforce members on reporting security 
incidents

– Document incident investigation

– Determine if a breach has occurred

– Report to Leadership/C-Suite

– When applicable, initiate the breach reporting process
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Contingency Planning

• Standard: Contingency Plan

– 45 CFR §164.308(a)(7)

– CMS Emergency Preparedness Checklist

– Establish (and implement as needed) policies and 
procedures for responding to an emergency or other 
occurrence (for example, fire, vandalism, system failure, and 
natural disaster) that damages systems that contain ePHI

– 5 implementation specifications
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Contingency Planning

• Implementation Specification: Data backup plan (R)

– Establish and implement procedures to create and 
maintain retrievable exact copies of ePHI

• Common Findings

– Data is backed up routinely

– No documented backup plan exists

– Success of backup may not be documented

– Data is not backed up in a geographically separate area

– Data backup is not tested
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Contingency Planning

• Remediation 
Recommendations

– Document your data backup 
plan

– Implement a process for 
verifying success of the 
backup

– Evaluate offsite backup 
options and implement a 
reasonable and appropriate 
solution

– Routinely restore test files 
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Contingency Planning

• Implementation Specification: Disaster Recovery Plan 
(R)

– Establish (and implement as needed) procedures to 
restore any loss of data

• Common Findings

– “Everyone knows what they should do”

– No documented disaster recovery plan

• Remediation Recommendation

– Document your disaster recovery plan
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Contingency Planning

• Implementation Specification: Emergency Mode 
Operation Plan (R)

– Establish (and implement as needed) procedures to enable 
continuation of critical business processes for protection of 
the security of ePHI while operating in emergency mode

• Common Findings

– Limited or no plans for recovery if facility is damaged

– No documented Emergency Operations Plan

• Remediation Recommendations

– Document an Emergency Operations Plan
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Contingency Planning

• Implementation Specification: Testing and  Revision 
Procedures (R)
– Implement procedures for periodic testing and revision of 

contingency plans

• Common Findings
– If contingency plans do exist, they are not tested or 

reviewed

– Testing activities are not documented

• Remediation Recommendations
– Test contingency plans annually at least twice

– Document all testing activities

– Annually review and update contingency plans
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Contingency Planning

• Implementation Specification: Applications and data 
criticality analysis  (A)

– Assess the relative criticality of specific applications and 
data in support of other contingency plan components

• Common Findings

– Limited ePHI systems at the organization

– Data criticality assessment is not performed

• Remediation Recommendations

– Document all ePHI systems and designate it’s criticality

– Evaluate dependencies between systems
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Contingency Planning

• Have a documented, tested plan for recovery!
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Evaluation

• Standard: Evaluation

– 45 CFR §164.308(a)(8) – (R)

– Perform a periodic technical and nontechnical evaluation, based 
initially upon the standards implemented under the HIPAA 
Security Rule and, subsequently, in response to environmental 
or operational changes affecting the security of ePHI that 
establishes the extent to which a CE's or BA's security policies 
and procedures meet HIPAA requirements

• Common Findings

– No formal policies outline evaluation activities

– No routine external or internal vulnerability scans

– Informal and undocumented technical and non-technical 
evaluations
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Evaluation

• Remediation Recommendations
– Develop and implement a documented 

evaluations plan

– Routinely review and update information 
security policies and procedures

– Periodically conduct network vulnerability 
scans

– Develop and routinely perform a technical 
and non-technical walkthrough check-
list/process

– Document the findings of the evaluations

– Incorporate into the risk management 
process
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Business Associate Contracts

• Standard: Business Associate Contracts and Other 
Arrangements 

– 45 CFR §164.308(b)

– A covered entity may permit a business associate to 
create, receive, maintain, or transmit ePHI on the CE's 
behalf only if the CE obtains satisfactory assurances that 
the BA will appropriately safeguard the information

• 1 implementation specification
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Business Associate Contracts

• Implementation Specification: Written contract or 
other arrangement (R)

– Document the satisfactory assurances through a written 
contract or other arrangement with the business associate 
that meets the applicable requirements 

• Common Findings

– List of business associates and contacts is not maintained

– Business Associate Agreements are not obtained from all 
BAs or location of BA Agreement is unknown

– Business Associate Agreements are not current
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Business Associate Contracts

• Remediation Recommendations

– Maintain a list of business associates

– Have a process for determining BAs

– Ensure BA Agreements have been obtained for all 
appropriate vendors

– Confirm BA Agreements were updated in 2013 or later
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Key Takeaways

• The risk assessment is the foundational step of your 
HIPAA Security compliance program and to protect 
patients’ health information.

• Documentation of HIPAA compliance activities is 
crucial.

• Information security protects patient data but should 
also protect workforce member’s information, 
financial data and other sensitive data.

• Regulations outside of HIPAA have enforced some 
compliance requirements.
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Any Questions
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Resources

• NIST SP 800-30 Revision 1: Guide for Conducting Risk 
Assessments (Published 09/2012)

• CMS Emergency Preparedness Final Rule website

• CMS Emergency Preparedness Checklist
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http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-30r1.pdf
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https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-Enrollment-and-Certification/SurveyCertEmergPrep/Downloads/SandC_EPChecklist_Provider.pdf


Overwhelmed

If you need assistance with the privacy and security of 
your health information, meaningful use or MIPS, 
resources are available through the HCCN Grant.

tkennedy@kspca.org

(785) 233-8483
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